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PARI-I

i Gnoup-A

, ',1.. ,Explain the 'basis to det€rmine the
: jurisdiction of Civil Courts. Discuss tJ'.e kinds

of jurisdictions. Write the principles followed

I ' relating to the exclusion . of jurisdiction of
1 Civil courts. 6+6+8=20

2. What should a judgement contain in an
appeal? On what grounds a second appeal
lies? What is the power of the Court of
Appeal? 6+7+7=20
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3. Discuss the procedure for attachment of
salary and allowance of a government -
employee and a private employee irr
execution bf decree. To what extent is the - ..

salary of a person attachable in execution of
decree? 15+5=20

Gnoup-B

'Relevancy and admissibility are not
coextensive terms." Explain with suitable
illustrations :to make distinction between the
two. 2A

Write a note on the distinctions between
admission and confession. Illustrate your
answer. How is a confession retracted?

15+5=20

When does the doctrine of estoppel apply in a
criminal caqe? Write the characteristics of
estoppels. Discuss the kinds of estoppel.

5+$+7=29

GnoupC

7. Explain to distinguish between vested
interest and contingent interest in a transfer
of property with suitable examples. When
does an unborn acquire vested irrterest on

F

5.

6.

transfer for his/her benefit?

8T/56
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8. Expiain and make an analysis on ttre
doctrine of eiection. How is compensation
grven to a disappointed transferee? 15+5=29

E

What are the conditions for the applicability
of the doctrine of lis pendens in a civil suit?
Discuss on the essential ingredients of such
transfer and its effect with suitable
illustrations. 2Q

GnouP-D

Discuss the importance of free consent and
consideration in a valid contract. Write the

exceptions to the rule ho considerations no

contracts'. 10+10=20

1.1. Discuss in detail the various ways in which a
eontract may be discharged. What are the
remedies provided for breach of contract?

10+10=20

L2, Distinguish between the following : 10+10=20

(a) Indemnity and Guarantee

(b) Bailment and Piedge
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PAI{T_II

A,nswer arry fiue questions (each within lsOwords)
of the following

13. Write short notes on arry t1,oo of the
follo-uring : 4x2=g

(a) Contingentcontract

(b) Res gestae.

(c) Dominant heritage

(d) Privr$ of contract

34" Distinguish betwe€n presumption of fact and,
presumptidn of law.

*

I
r8

15. Distinguish between usufructuary mongage
and mortgage by deposit of title-deeds. g

16" Write the essential ingredients of a valid gift.
How is transfer effected for the purpose of
making a grft of immovable property? 4+4=g

3.3" Explain the essentials of a vaiid sale with
suitable examples. g

BT/so ( Continued. )
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lneral offer. Where is the consideration I

.. .:' . - genefal OIIgf' Wrlefe IU- LilE L(,'lrDrusrcuvrr

regarded by the court as immoral aird oppose .l

.:' 1P Public PolicY? 4 4+4=8

ar

essentials of attestation. 4+4=8 ::
::.

2A. Write the object and conditions necessa-ry '

to file a rePresentative suit. 8

***
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